President Blunt Discusses Recent Developments
Laboratory For Hormone Research Planned For C. C.

President Blunt, in her usual Tuesday morning chapel talk, discussed, first of all, the recent developments in the college. A summer laboratory is being started, outside New London Hall, for the use of the Botany department. In it, many will be made on plant hormones. This comparatively little known subject, relative to plant growth, will be investigated in the laboratory, under the direction of Dr. Avery. Conditions of temperature, light, and humidity will be controlled, in the interests of several researches. Hormone research is one of the first of its kind in America. It has an immediate bearing on the American Association for the Advancement of Science, which has presented the Botany Department with some apparatus for the new laboratory.

Another point mentioned by Miss Blunt, in connection with the development of the college, is the addition to North Cottage. Plans for enlargement of this house are under way. In the fall, there will be room for twenty-four girls instead of only thirteen, its present capacity.

A number of important college events are scheduled to take place over the vacation and Miss Blunt stressed particularly is the celebration of Father's Day on May 18. Invitations from the President and Miss Blunt have already been issued to the fathers of each student in college to visit Connecticut College on May 18, to attend the fathers' luncheon to be served in North Cottage. Plans for the promotion of cooperation with other nations.

The enemy is a weapon which Miss Blunt used that was used before the war was not and would not be successful in maintaining peace if it were not a weapon. The League of Nations must be given a definite and uniform medium of exchange. The League of Nations, in its various forms, has been showing not only for other students, but for teachers and adults. John Bliss of Williams College, this past year's president, offered the thanks of the League for the hospitality of the college, and complimented Connecticut on the excellent delegations that she has been sending to the Model League of Nations. Elsie Randall, after a few words of welcome, introduced the speaker of the afternoon, Dr. Otto Nathan of Princeton University.

Faculty Dinner Held At Norwich Inn

A formal dinner for the faculty was held April 27th at Norwich Inn. The program included three short flute duets by Dr. Laubeinstein and Miss Hussey, a piano solo by Miss Beatrice Scher of the Botany Department, and a violin sonata by Miss Lashburn. Miss Van Eps Burkhard and Miss Hanson arranged the dessert place cards which were made of peanuts and pipe cleaners. For, syphilis and daffodil served as decorations.

Dr. Nathan, Economist and Internationalist

Dr. Nathan, a representative of Germany in the League of Nations for seven years, is an economist and internationalist. His address centered around the subject of the depression, which he considers is due, in no small degree, to the failure of the international gold standard. Business cycles are implicit in the capitalist system. Dr. Nathan suggests, however, several measures of primary importance, designed to bring about a postponement of their effects, and to meet the difficulties of the extreme depths they have reached in the past.

A number of his nation's prosperity hinges upon her foreign trade and with many nations is going to obviate the possibility of depressions as deadening to the economic system as this past one, it must endeavor the cooperation of other nations. Doing away with tariffs is an ideal that could never be attained, he believed. Nathan suggests cooperation along the line of agreements, and the ending of such rattling as import quotas.

C. C. Graduate In Art Field Talks On "Writing"

One of our graduates, Mrs. Henrietta Rogers of the class of '28, returned to college on April 22 to give a lecture on "Writing." This lecture was given in the Van Eps Burkhard Laboratory, under the direction of Dr. Avery. Conditions of temperature, light, and humidity will be controlled, in the interests of several researches. Hormone research is one of the first of its kind in America. It has an immediate bearing on the American Association for the Advancement of Science, which has presented the Botany Department with some apparatus for the new laboratory.

Executive Meeting of Model League Held April 28 at C. C.

Dr. Nathan was the speaker, officers were elected for coming year.

Dr. Nathan, a representative of Germany in the League of Nations for seven years, is an economist and internationalist. His address centered around the subject of the depression, which he considers is due, in no small degree, to the failure of the international gold standard. Business cycles are implicit in the capitalist system. Dr. Nathan suggests, however, several measures of primary importance, designed to bring about a postponement of their effects, and to meet the difficulties of the extreme depths they have reached in the past.

A number of his nation's prosperity hinges upon her foreign trade and with many nations is going to obviate the possibility of depressions as deadening to the economic system as this past one, it must endeavor the cooperation of other nations. Doing away with tariffs is an ideal that could never be attained, he believed. Nathan suggests cooperation along the line of agreements, and the ending of such rattling as import quotas.

C. C. Graduate In Art Field Talks On "Writing"

One of our graduates, Mrs. Henrietta Rogers of the class of '28, returned to college on April 22 to give a lecture on "Writing." This lecture was given in the Van Eps Burkhard Laboratory, under the direction of Dr. Avery. Conditions of temperature, light, and humidity will be controlled, in the interests of several researches. Hormone research is one of the first of its kind in America. It has an immediate bearing on the American Association for the Advancement of Science, which has presented the Botany Department with some apparatus for the new laboratory.
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Dear Editor:

There is one situation in the college to which few of us have given much thought. Although we are certainly aware of the fact that many of our families are suffering from the economic depression, and although our allowances have, many of them, been decreased by necessity, we continue to spend $400 a year for we don't always eat.

How many students eat every meal, every week, in the college refectories? From the general attitude, it would seem that most of us eat about three meals a week at other places than the college dining rooms. Many of the Freshmen eat at the Tea House, frequently spending a good portion of their allowances on refreshments and beverages. And we can't like every meal. I'm not contemplating that the food isn't good in our dining-rooms. It's better than most institutional food. At Dartmouth and Yale there is a system with which you are probably familiar. The student buys a book of tickets, which he hands in as he goes to meals. When his tickets run out, he buys a new book from the college. In this way he doesn't spend money and good time waiting for his meal.

We can't afford, and our parents can't afford, to spend money needlessly. Can't a change in the eating-system be instituted?

1937

Dear Editor:

Why do villages, towns, cities and nations spend thousands of dollars on monuments in memory of men who have given their lives for a useless and wasteful enterprise? For every war in which the United States has participated, one will find here and there a magnificent and imposing monument. Men, children and women have left their work to congregate, at one time or another, for the important or congratulation of the unveiling of the monument.

Why don't these same so-called admirers gaze upon tourists who say, "What a beautiful monument!" Why don't they same so-called admirers gaze upon tourists who say, "What a beautiful monument!" Why don't these same so-called admirers gaze upon tourists who say, "What a beautiful monument!" Why don't these same so-called admirers gaze upon tourists who say, "What a beautiful monument!"

1938

Dear Editor:

I have heard many comments of enthusiasm lately about the changes and improvements in this Spring issue of the "Quarterly." We have always enjoyed poking through the "Quarterly" and admiring the sketches and etchings of the art editor but in this issue the subject matter attracts our attention also. It is very important that our college have a regular literary magazine for students to try writing short stories, poems, and essays. Those of us who do not enjoy reading the literature of our friends, whether they be humorous or serious. The essays and short stories are brief enough and so clear that we can enjoy them at odd moments.

1938

C.-C.-N.

Discovering that the University of Minnesota (Minneapolis) couldn't afford to send him to the na-

Sonnas, A. U. S., 40th Street and 8th Avenue, Min-

North Carolina on November 1st, Heavyweight grappleer, started to hitch-ride to the tournament.

A third year law student at the University of Baltimore (Md.) was one of the winners in the recent Grand National sweepstakes race in England. He won $1000.

In a popularity contest at St. Thomas College (St. Paul, Minn.) the election resulted in a tie for two men, so now there are two "Mr. Tommy's" in stead of one.
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To loneliness—I bring companionship

I am your best friend

I am your Lucky Strike

I am a friend indeed. A better friend than others, because I am made only of mild, fragrant, expensive center leaves. I don't permit a single sharp top leaf nor a single coarse bottom leaf to mar my good taste or my uniform mildness. I do not irritate. To loneliness I bring companionship. I am the best of friends.

Staff Banquet Held At Lighthouse Inn Tuesday April 30

The Quarterly has made its elections for the coming year, choosing the following officers:

- Editor-in-Chief — Margaret Thompson
- Managing Editor — Sheila Caffrey
- Senior Editors — Edith Thornton, Margaret Waterman
- Junior Editors — Jeanette Shingler, Nancy Burke
- Sophomore Editor — Darlene Stratton
- Book Review Editor-in-Chief — Frances Wheeler
- Senior Book Review Editor — Margaret Myers
- Junior Book Review Editor — Marion Grabiskie

Business Manager — Ruth Chittenden
Advertising Manager — Doris Wheeler
Circulation Manager — Kathryn Morgan
Faculty Adviser — Dr. Suyyer
The Quarterly Staff had a banquet at Lighthouse Inn Tuesday, April 30. The faculty present were Dr. and Mrs. Hunt, Miss Ramsay, and Dr. Suyyer.

MRS. TROTTA TAKES GIRLS TO NEW YORK

(Continued from Page 1—Col. 1)

Moses and his David—and also a few works by Cellini and by Donatello.

A thoroughly enjoyable weekend was brought to a close with a gay "arrivederci" as the students left New York Sunday night on the 6 o’clock train.
CONNECTICUT COLLEGE NEWS

Berkshire Singers
Give Concert Here

The Berkshire Singers, composed of "Old Grads" and others, will repeat their performance in the Music Hall on Friday, April 15, at 8 p.m. For information, the office can be reached at 302 Trinity Church.

Kurt Brownell, Now Famous, Sang Here

Fine Performances Have Won Him Fame at Metropolitan

The splendid performance of Kurt Brownell in the Darnesque Golden Jubilee should be of especial significance to us. Last fall, October 12, 1935, Mr. Brownell sang at one of the college recitals. At that time he was an unknown singer, so far as his reputation at the Metropolitan was concerned. The planning for the Jubilee, the committee selected Richard Crooks for the lead in "Die Meistersinger". When Mr. Crooks became ill, the Metropolitan was appalled. It seemed impossible to get an American singer capable of the part. Mr. Brownell's triumph for the role, and the acclaim of the audience in the capacity of a fine artist, are among the latest episodes of opera history. For us the incident should bear out President Blunt's ideas for our college recitals. Music has reached such a height at the Metropolitan that we need more concerts to depict our critical appreciation or rather a few recitals by nationally known artists. We appreciate a fine artist.

It is unfortunate that we are so dazzled by a name that we lose our enjoyment of music for its own sake. If Lawrence Tibbett or Richard Crooks sang at the college, the gymnasium would not be half large enough for the audience. We appreciate a fine artist, but as yet we are cool to unknown performers—why may the stars of tomorrow be ours.

Please patronize our Advertisers

Bad Weather Protection
RUBBERS

Light, Good Looking and easy on your pocketbook.

WALK-OVER SHOP
387 State Street, New London

Dr. Chamberlain Will Be Vesper Speaker Sunday

The speaker at the 7 o'clock vesper service at Connecticut College on Sunday will be the Rev. Roy B. Chamberlin, chapel director and fellow in religion at Dartmouth college. Graduate of Wesleyan University, Mr. Chamberlin pursued his theological studies at Union Theological Seminary, New York. After filling a pastorate at Saratome Lake, N. Y., he spent a year in France in the Foyers du Soldat among the French troops at the Verdun front. Returning, he served for three years as an assistant secretary at Wesleyan, going to Hanover in 1921 as pastor of the church of Christ at Dartmouth college. In 1925 he was appointed to his present position in the college. In 1928 he received the degree of D.D. from Wesleyan.

Having spent many years on a school or college campus, he is thoroughly conversant with student life and its problems, and has served as leader in many student conferences from Maine to California. He has traveled widely throughout the United States, in the Caribbean, in Europe and the Near East. His book "Winners" is a record of personal experience, picturing men and boys with whom the author has lived.

Announcement of the conference to be held with him, May 25th to 27th was made last week in issue of the News. Watch Bulletin Board for details.
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BEGIN BUSINESS TRAINING JULY 8

387 young women from 138 different colleges are now enrolled at the Katherine Gibbs Schools.

You may begin your business training at either Boston or New York School on July 8, in a special summer Executive-Secretarial Course exclusively for college women. You will be ready for the position the following March. Or you may start the same course September 24.

Write College Course Secretary
For information, write College Course Secretary, Boston or New York.

KATHERINE GIBBS

SPRING SHOWING OF
Delbrantia Fashions

At the Collegie Inn
May 6-7-8

An attractive collection of evening, sports and daytime clothes and a wide variety of shoes and accessories. All very moderately priced.

REV. BERNARD BELL
Speaks At Vespers

Author of "Preface to Religion"
And Is Canon of Providence

Reverend Bernard I. Bell, Canon of Providence, delivered the "Preface to Religion," as speaker at the Vesper Service on Sunday evening, April 28. His text was: "And so I send you. Go out into the whole world."—20:12, St. John. Christ's command was to go out into all phases of life—education, business, politics—and try to heal the world of the wickedness, violence, pride, and incoherence that ruins the happiness of mankind.

Some men have tried to blame the world's sad condition on: 1. His youth; 2. The need of factual information and technical training. They claim that the world will grow in time and will Utopia of justice and virtue. However, we know by experience that man has not changed morally within history. He has, perhaps, become more subtle but there is the great depth of wickedness still present. Science has prolonged the life of man but the nerverous nature of our culture tends to offset the advantages of this prolongation. "Improvement in human comfort is not automatic or permanent."

As for the second excuse, man gives for his condition, 1, too, is not necessarily true. The factual information and technical training acquired through modern discoveries makes them too powerful to prevent for exploitation by the unprincipled and low. "Greater mastery of nature won't result in greater mastery of self."

What we need to overcome our difficulties is a dynamic courage—an inner power—that will enable us to be really true, and Jesus alone can give us that power. He will be hated by men for my sake. With God behind us we cannot be defeated. The world is very sick. Then "Go out, my child, and heal it."

SEVEN NEW ENGLAND COLLEGE AVIATION CLUBS MEET TODAY

Sponsored by the Amherst College Flying Club, the first New England Intercollegiate Air Meet will be held May 4 at the L'Elephant airport, home field of the local group.

The Amherst airmen hold the distinction of being the only intercollegiate group in New England, and they have been patterned after His and the sacrifice of this life life can heal, where words cannot. The only medicine that will heal the world is the medicine of the Cross. The task may be too much for human strength but not for God; and so if He gives us the power, it cannot be too much for us. The world will hate us, for Christ has said, "He who would follow Me takes up his Cross. He will be hated by men for My sake." With God behind us we cannot be defeated.
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The Fog Fleet
There was a Pig
Over the Sea—a song of Chinese fishing boats.
New Trump or Miss and Fell
(Bishop)

A rust-resistant strain of snap dragon has recently been perfected by a graduate of the University of West Virginia (Morgantown) who is now a professor at the University of California (Berkeley).

The oldest son on the campus at Ohio State University (Columbus) is a 1913 Ford roadster, with illumination provided by kerosene lamps.

Phone 7408
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24-26 Montauk Ave.
11 Main St.
Rockfall

Katharine Gibbs
EDITORIAL
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[The Student - Faculty baseball game was held on Saturday, April 27, with the students succumbing.]

[The inter-class matches began on May 7, and the finals are scheduled for May 14, providing the rain doesn't hinder the playing. Come out and cheer for your team!]

[The Marshall Cup tournament is open to all students, and participants should try to play off their matches as soon as possible. Faculty-Student matches are held from time to time on Saturday afternoons, and prove to be most exciting to watch.]

[All in all, the spring sports season has started off with a bang! Let's try to continue the spirit and hope for favorable weather.]

CLUBS

Thursday, April 18, the Spanish Club was entertained by Louise Cook who sang and played records of Spanish music, a solo by Maggie Waterman, and a clever little dramatic play with Spanish lines.

Sunday, April 27, C. C. O. C. had a picnic supper in Bolleswood for those on campus who wished to take advantage of the perfect weather.

[Please patronize our Advertisers]
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Socialist Party Adopts Resolution

Acusses Institution Of Derogating Rights And Liberties

We are enclosing the resolution adopted by the State Executive Committee of the Socialist Party of Connecticut with reference to the recent action taken by the Board of Trustees at Connecticut College.

The militarization of youth through compulsory military training, has been condemned by thousands of students throughout the United States. In this judgment the Socialist Party concurs, knowing that the training of youth in self-discipline and voluntary public service is better from the viewpoint of national security, individual development, and public policy. When a public institution such as the Connecticut College, through the action of its trustees, goes so far beyond conceptions of drill as to threaten expulsion of students or teachers for the mere expression of opinion, and for public agitation, against enforced drills they flout the liberties guaranteed in our country's Constitution, substitute illegal doctrines of dictatorship for democracy, and expose our entire State to the ridicule of the educational world.

We therefore call upon the trustees of Connecticut College State to rescind their intolerable infringement of elementary freedoms; we assure the teachers and students wholeheartedly and sincerely that institution.

The Daily University, Minneapolis (Minneapolis) publication, points out the false interpretation of the strike given by newspapers throughout the country, summing up the situation as follows: "The aim of the strike was to inform the nation that college students wholeheartedly and sincerely assure the teachers and students the right of free speech; and we look forward to the day when the youth of our country will shake off the dead hand of war and reaction, to build a constructive and progressive world of peace and economic justice.

Pocket Books in An Assortment
THE BEAUTY BOX
Rose Rouge
Dorothy Day
42 Meridian St.
Telephone: 257 Lexington Ave., at Bank Street
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COLLEGE SENIORS presently will be seeking positions. Many are considering a career in certain fields in which employers generally demand definite skills, shorthand and typewriting. An intensive interview Committee College Woman is available at The Regents of the University of the State of New York.

Six Weeks' Summer Session July 1 to August 9 for which the tuition is $100. Paycheck and Method of Individual Advance Attention and Attention afforded College Woman an opportunity to enter any Monday during June.

The Packard School (Founded 1893)
527 Lexington Ave., at 33rd Street
New York City

We are now serving a complete dinner for the consisting of soup, an entrée of vegetables, desert, and coffee.

Smart Sport Shoes for Campus Wear
EMMORE SHOE SHOP
(Next to Wheelan's)

Rockwell & Co.
State Street

SUMMER DRESS
by Nelly Don

They are new and different

$4.95
$0.95

The Savings Bank of New London
A Big. Strong. Friendly Bank
63 Main St.
New London

SPEND THE JUNIOR YEAR IN EUROPE

This interesting moment in world history among American students students would like to have first-hand knowledge of conditions in Europe. The "Junior Year Abroad," a program of supervised study approved by colleges throughout the United States, offers highly recommended students from the departments of history, English, and European History in accredited American colleges a: a pursuit for a year's study in the countries named below, with full credit toward graduation at the year's work.

For Men and Women
France (Tours, summer-Paris regular session)
For Women Only
Spain and Italy (Perugia, summer-Florence, regular session)
For Men Only
Italy, and Switzerland

The Committee on the Junior Year Abroad

8 West 46th Street, New York City

Why not discuss this at home?
The principle of equality has been paid lip service to among sundry nations. This principle has achieved during its years of practice. The smallest country is ever since international law existed, but never before has it been put into government which will return to the principle. Tids plan is entirely after years of common effort. The rest of the world must bring.

On the Continent there is cynical contempt and despair about the League; in England, hopefulness and faith. No political organization in England is stronger than the League. Therefore, English opinion is directing all its strength toward the aim of forming a union between the European countries which includes as many countries as possible and which keeps the door open for a German reconciliation. This plan is entirely in accordance with both the ideals and the practical advantages of the British people.

The Court of International Justice has achieved during its years of action the principle of equality among sundry nations. This principle has been paid lip service to ever since international law existed, but never before has it been put into practice. The smallest country is assured of finding impartial justice there. This court has no means to enforce its judgments and has for judges men raised and educated in various countries. All opinions of the court have been obeyed. This is a beginning.

Mr. John Milar Will Speak To Press Board

On the evening of May 6, Mr. John T. Milar, Chief of the Bureau of Associated Press in Connecticut, will be the dinner guest of Pressboard in Windham House.

On the evening of May 6, Mr. John T. Milar, Chief of the Bureau of Associated Press in Connecticut, will be the dinner guest of Pressboard in Windham House. 

President Blunt and the members of the "News" staff will be the guests of Pressboard at Mr. Milar's in formal after-dinner discussion at 7 p. m., on "What Constitutes News in Colleges." Coffee will be served.

A man who visited a Chesterfield factory recently, said: "Now that I have seen Chesterfields made, I understand better than ever why people say Chesterfields are milder and have a better taste."

If you too could visit our factories you could see the clean, airy surroundings; the employees in their spotless uniforms, and the modern cigarette making machinery.

You could notice how carefully each Chesterfield cigarette is inspected and see also how Chesterfields are practically untouched by human hands.

Whenever you happen to be in Richmond, Va., Durham, N. C., or San Francisco, California, we invite you to stop at the Liggett & Myers plants and see how Chesterfields are made.

© 1927, LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.